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Investment Management

Invested in the way forward








As Van Lanschot Kempen Investment Management, we invest responsibly and with conviction.



We are active managers who bring free thinking, resolve and originality to investment decisions. This helps us to reach hard-to-access asset classes that are often missed by our competitors.



As leading fiduciary managers, we look after large pension portfolios for our Netherlands and UK clients – taking great care to facilitate good outcomes for everyone invested in our schemes. What’s more, all clients benefit from our fiduciary expertise and investment infrastructure.
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What makes us different?




	1.
300 years of experience 
With Dutch roots dating back to 1737, we look for the investment edge to outperform for our clients.

	2.
Sharp insights
We think and invest differently with a hands-on service larger firms can’t offer.  We’re small enough to create bespoke strategies for our clients.  But big enough to deal with complex investment challenges – and scale fast.

	3.
Entrepreneurial spark
Our enterprising spirit helps us guide investors through the sustainable economy.  Our approach to sustainability focuses on three transition themes: energy, food and materials.

	4.
Decisive action
As active investors we are confident when taking difficult decisions, acting decisively in the best interest of our clients, their clients and society.





Our solutions


Investment Strategies
Each investment team focusses on specific segments where we believe our specialist knowledge and approach gives us a competitive edge with a differentiated offering.

Read more



Alternative Investment Solutions
We provide efficient investment access to alternative asset classes through direct investing or investing with the fund managers we believe are best-in-class.

Read more



Fiduciary Management
Our fiduciary managers specialise in developing asset management policies for pension funds.

Read more





Global Infrastructure StrategyDriving change and taking profit from the energy transition
The transition to a more sustainable economy reveals the need for infrastructure adapted to future demands. Investing in carefully selected listed companies that operate these new roads, data centres and airports - to name a few - offers opportunities to capitalise on the sustainability transition. Data helps us to select future infrastructure leaders.  
Learn more







Our sustainability approach

Read more about our sustainability approach.

Read more







Ernst Jansen

Chief Operating Officer






Erik van Houwelingen

Chair of the Management Board








Enquiries

Please get in touch with comments, feedback or to request more information about our products or services.

Contact us


















Capital at risk. The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise and are not guaranteed. Investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Past performance provides no guarantee for the future.







Fully focused on your future
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